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Abstract  

A promising candidate of long persistent Ca2MgSi2O7:Dy3+ material sample was well sintered via the traditional high temperature solid-state 
synthesis (SSS) technique. X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
(EDX), and Thermoluminescence (TL) characteristics have been briefly investigated. The results of the XRD studies obtained for this phosphor 
revealed its tetragonal, akermanite crystal structure with a space group P4̅21m. The average crystallite size (D) was calculated as 67nm and 
the crystal lattice strain size (ε) as 0.27nm. The chemical composition of the synthesized phosphor was well clarified with the help of EDX 
Spectroscopy. The actual crystal phase formation of prepared phosphor was confirmed by FESEM morphological images. It is clear from the 
obtained TL data that the sample UV exposed for 15min exhibits optimum TL intensity. Consequently, the radiative recombination mechanism 
on do-pant [Dy3+] ion gives rise to the TL stimulation process. In this present paper, structural & thermal properties of these phosphors are 
discussed in detail. Therefore, it is a new promising solid-state lighting (SSL) device, novel TL material, high temperature dosimetry applications 
and long persistent phosphors (LPP).
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Introduction

In recent times, the increasing popularity and unexpected 
demand for WLEDs has made the lighting industries and 
markets more responsible for their unique vision in future. 
The lighting industry addresses a particular interest in rare-
earth luminescence materials. It is clear that WLEDs with their 
excellent key properties including higher brightness, energy 
efficiency, reliability, long-lifetime, less environmental impact and 
cheaper, less synthetization time have kept alive the expectation 
of replacing traditional incandescent and fluorescent lamps that 
will be responsive to the foreseeable future [1].

Akernamite CMSD phosphor as a conventional luminescent 
material has attracted intense interest from material scientists and 
researchers due to its unique structural properties and feasible 
applications in producing white WLEDs. The feasible advantageous 
nature of lanthanide ions (i.e., d block elements) as doping ions has 
now well instituted in the field of luminescence [2]. It would be fair  

 
to say that the various doping ions prominently contribute to the 
long afterglow features of phosphors reaching from a few seconds 
to several hours [3]. To explain the luminescence properties, the 
emission spectra of lanthanide ions remain approximately the 
same in different host lattice crystals, but the chemical stability, 
durability & luminescent efficiency largely depend on the special 
physical characteristics of the selected host lattice crystal [4].

Many literatures have been discussed that the phenomenon 
of the TL process is simply explained in the way that some solid 
substances emit light on heating and are also called luminescent 
materials (i.e., phosphors), but this is quite different from the 
process of incandescence. It is quite true that it is very difficult 
to achieve normal light emission via any luminescent material 
(i.e., phosphors). Therefore, impurities are commonly employed 
in the luminescent material of rare-earth elements, which are 
also recognized as a host material. It is often observed that during 
the doping process of impurities such as different rare-earth (i.e., 
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activators) ions like Europium (Eu), Dysprosium (Dy), Terbium 
(Tb), Cerium (Ce) etc., localized energy levels are formed in the 
forbidden energy band gap of the phosphors. Compared to other 
activator ions, it is very highly expected that the Dy3+ ions are 
involved in electron trapping as suitable activator ions.

This is the reason that when the Dy3+ ion is attached into the 
host crystal lattice through the doping process, then the persistent 
emission is stronger from the electron trapping process because 
the Dy3+ ion is responsible for electron trapping. An important 
factor behind all this is the matter of fact that two Dy3+ ions can 
clearly occupy the three ions of the host crystal lattice site. Dy3+ 
ions may promote the formation of defects in the crystal lattice. 
Consequently, that act as electron traps and serve as possible 
oxygen vacancies [5, 6]. 

Therefore, it is essential to explore the novel TL material. With 
this inspiration, the main objective of our present investigation 
regarding the selected powder samples, we report the preparation 
of CMSD phosphors via high temperature traditional SSS technique. 
Simultaneously, its structural characterization based on XRD, 
SEM, EDX analysis and study of thermal properties have also been 

discussed based on TL spectra and evaluated different kinetic or 
trapping parameters. TL characteristics have been reported to the 
best of our knowledge that the chosen CMSD phosphor sample 
has been found to be a LPP and novel TL material [7].

Experimental Details 

I. Sample Synthetization

We have taken CMSD samples in our experiment (figure 1). 
This general melilite structure formula (i.e., M2XY2O7: RE3+, where 
M= Ca, Ba, Sr; X= Mg; Y= Si; RE= Eu, Dy, Ce etc.) relates to the 
akermanite crystal structure as well as to the mellite compound. 
This sample was well sintered via a traditional high-temperature 
SSS technique. The initial precursor chemical reagents CaCO3(AR), 
MgO (AR), SiO2 (AR) and Dy2O3 (AR) with very small quantities 
of H3BO3 (AR) were added as flux [36]. The only purpose behind 
taking flux was that it increases the reaction rate while keeping 
itself unchanged, which makes the process of sample preparation 
very fast. In the sample preparation process, the raw materials 
were carefully weighed in stoichiometric ratios.

Figure 1: Experimental Procedure.

Then, after weighing, all raw mixtures were grinded with the 
help of an agate mortar & pestle for 2h, after mixing homogeneously 
by adding a few drops of CH3COCH3 (AR). Thereafter, the sample 
of the synthesized mixture was transferred to an alumina 
crucible and sintered for 3:30h at 1150°C temperature under a 
weak reducing atmosphere, which was generated with the help 
of burning charcoal. The crucible is then taken out of the high 
temperature furnace and allowed to cool, using natural cooling 
process. After cooling down, a fine powder sample is prepared by 
additional grinding process again with the help of agate mortar & 
pestle. Due to which our final phosphor was obtained in the form 
of white powder. Such a way, the resultant powder sample was 

restored in an airtight and waterproof bottle for further structural 
and thermal characterization studies, like XRD, SEM, and EDX, TL. 

The chemical reaction process is given as follows: 

8CaCO3+ 4MgO + 8SiO2∗H2O → 4Ca2MgSi2O7 + 8CO2 (↑) + 8H2O 
(↑) + 3O2 (↑) (1) 

8CaCO3+ 4MgO + 8SiO2∗H2O + 2Dy2O3 → 4Ca2MgSi2O7:Dy3+ + 
8CO2 (↑) + 8H2O (↑) + 3O2 (↑) (2) 

The chemical reaction process involves the chemical 
decomposition of calcium carbonate [CaCO3] to form calcium 
oxide [CaO] & carbon dioxide [CO2]. When the temperature 
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reaches higher than 950°C (approximately), then this process 
is done, which is shown according to this chemical reaction as 
below: 

CaCO3 → CaO + CO2 (↑) (T ≥ 950°C)   (3)

II. Sample Characterization 

For crystal structure and phase identification, X-ray powder 
diffraction patterns of the synthesized powder sample were 
carried out at an extensive range (10°-80°) of Bragg angle 2θ using 
a Bruker D8 advanced X-ray diffraction measuring instrument 
with Cu-Kα target radiation (𝜆 = 1.54056 Å). Surface morphology 
of the sample was examined and EDX analysis performed with 
the help of SEM (ZEISS model microscope) associated with EDX 
(Dept. of Metallurgical engineering, NIT Raipur, C.G., India). The 
thermoluminescence (TL) data were collected with the help of the 
daily routine TL Reader (Integral-Pc Based) Nucleonix TL 10091 
(Dept. of Physics, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla University, Raipur (C.G.), 
India).

Results and Discussion 

In the present investigation, the characterization study of the 
synthesized phosphor sample has been done based on XRD, SEM, 
EDX & TL characteristics, which are as follows.

I. XRD Analysis 

This analysis was better utilized for phase structure 
characterization of the synthesized powder samples. It is often 
observed that the data analysis of XRD patterns of standard CMS 
phase crystal structure is typically qualitative in nature, clearly 
based only and only on relative diffraction peak intensities. 
XRD patterns of the un-doped and CMSD samples are clearly 
displayed in figure 2. Comparing both powder samples; it can be 
clearly observed that all the diffraction peak positions have not 
changed even after the addition of a fixed doping concentration 
of dysprosium activator ions. The diffraction peak positions and 
relative intensities of sintered powder samples were well matched 
and in agreement with the help of standard JCPDS PDF File No. 
#77-1149 [7] & AMSCD CODE 0008032 [8].

Figure 2: XRD Patterns of sintered Host CMS & CMSD Phosphor.

The XRD results clearly confirmed that the crystal structure 
of the synthesized powder samples does not change because 
when dysprosium [Dy3+] ions occupy calcium [Ca2+] sites within 
the host crystal lattice [i.e., CMS] [36]. This is mainly because the 
ionic radii of Ca2+ ion sites are clearly captured by being close to 
the Dy3+ ionic radii [9]. XRD data were indexed to a tetragonal 
crystallography system (i.e., akermanite phase structure) with a 
P4̅21m space group (i.e., 113 space number and D32d space group) 
having cell parameters a = b = 7.8071 Å, c = 4.9821 Å & α=β=γ = 
90°, and the cell volume is 303.663 (Å)3 [10-17,36].

II. Crystallite Size (L) and Crystal Lattice Strain (ε) 

The crystallite size (D) and the crystal lattice strain size 

component for the sintered powder samples are calculated with 
the help of the Debye Scherer’s and W-H UDM plots [18-20]: 

L = 0.94λβCosθ (4)

βCosθ = λ/D + ε (4Sinθ) (5)

The average crystallite size was obtained ~ 67nm and the 
average crystal strain size was evaluated ~ 0.27nm of prepared 
CMSD phosphor. Both crystalline parameters were obtained from 
the XRD measurement. Where L represents the crystalline size; 
λ (1.5406 Å) represents the X-ray emission wavelength for the 
target Cu-Kα radiation; β represents the FWHM of diffraction peak 
and θ represents the Bragg angle, ε represents the crystal lattice 
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strain size. Table 1 clearly displays the crystalline parameters. The 
crystallite size and the strain component upsurge with an increase 

in the do-pant ion concentration, which raises in turn the volume 
of the unit cell in the crystal.

Table 1: Determination of Average Crystallite Size (L) and Average Crystal Lattice Strain (ε) of CMSD Phosphor.

No. Diffraction Peaks (2θ) Respective Plane Crystallite Size (L) Crystal Lattice Strain Size (ε)

1 25.13 210 65nm 0.25nm

2 29.19 201 67nm 0.26nm

3 31.24 211 68nm 0.28nm

4 32.75 220 69nm 0.27nm

5 38.64 102 66nm 0.29nm

6 44.07 212 65nm 0.28nm

Average Size ~ 67nm ~ 0.27nm

III. Radius Percentage Difference [Dr (%)] 

To ensure the substitution of the cation of host crystal lattice 
sites by Dy3+ (CN. 6), the rare-earth do-pant ion is used according 
to the mathematical relation [Eq. 6], which calculates the ionic-
radius percentage difference between the do-pant ion and host 
crystal lattice site. In this way, an important condition for the 
substitution of cation by do-pant ion is that the radius percentage 
difference of the cation must be less than 30% [13]. Therefore, 

when this happens, the dopant [Dy3+] ion can very easily substitute 
the cation [Ca2+] sites. 

Dr = [Rm (CN) - Rn (CN)]/ Rm (CN) × 100% (6)

The calculated Dr (%) values of the synthesized doped 
phosphors are demonstrated in table 2. From the above discussion, 
it becomes very clear that in the present research work, do-pant 
ion (i.e., Dy3+) clearly substitutes for the alkaline-earth ion (i.e., 
Ca2+) in the host crystal lattice site.

Table 2: Radius Percentage Difference Dr (%) between the Dopant and Substitute Cation.

No. Cation [Rm (CN)] Do-pant ion [Rn (CN)] Radius percentage difference Dr (%)

1 Ca2+ [1.00 (VI)] Dy3+ [0.912 (VI)] 9

2 Ca2+ [1.12 (VIII)] Dy3+ [0.912 (VI)] 19

3 Mg2+ [0.72 (IV)] Dy3+ [0.912 (VI)] -27

4 Si4+ [0.40 (IV)] Dy3+ [0.912 (VI)] -128

It can be supposed that the dopant Dy3+ ion enters in host 
crystal lattice (CMS). As a result, it is very clear from table 1 that 
the Dy3+ ion clearly substitutes the host crystal lattice site for only 
Ca2+ ions. This is mainly due to the ionic radius of Dy3+ (VI) ion 
(0.912 Å) being much closer to Ca2+ (VI) ion (about 1.00 Å) and 
Ca2+ (VIII) ion (about 1.12 Å) rather than the ionic radius of Mg2+ 
(IV) ion (about 0.72 Å) as well as ionic radius of Si4+ (IV) ion (about 
0.40 Å) [9, 36]. Here, Dy3+ ions are more likely to occupy the Ca2+ 
lattice sites in the host crystal lattice [36] and thus will generate 
traps in substituted host crystal lattice site because of the different 
electro-negative tendencies of the two ions [14]. Table 1 confirms 
that the dysprosium [Dy3+] ions do not completely occupy two 
other tetrahedral sites, namely the magnesium [Mg2+] & silicon 
[Si4+] ions. 

Therefore, [Ca2+] lattice sites can occupy two alternative 
lattice sites, the six coordinated [Ca2+] site [CaO6 (Ca (I) site)] 

and the eight coordinated [Ca2+] site [CaO8 (Ca (II) site)]. We 
have also explored that the Mg2+ [MgO4] and Si4+ [SiO4], two other 
independent positive ions (i.e., cation) also exist in the crystal 
lattice sites. [Mg2+] and [Si4+] positive ions clearly occupy the 
tetrahedral sites [15, 16].

IV. FESEM Analysis 

It is true that the luminescence characteristics of any 
particle (i.e., Nano or Micro) are clearly defined based on their 
corresponding specific properties, likewise size, shape, size 
distribution, defects which depend on the morphology of the 
particles [17, 18]. FESEM images of the sintered CMSD powder 
sample are clearly displayed with single magnification in figure 
3(a). FESEM morphology image were clearly indicated that the 
surface morphology of the particles in the synthesized sample was 
not uniform and they were tightly aggregated to each other with 
different particle size distributions. In addition, due to the high 
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Figure 3: FESEM image (a) and EDX analysis (b) of CMSD phosphors.

V. EDX Analysis 

For an in-depth analysis of the chemical composition of 
any powder sample, it has been measured with the help of EDX 
spectra. It is better utilized as an actual procedure for quantifying 
& identifying the elemental composition of any specimen region 
as small as a few nanometers [20, 21]. The actual evidence of 
elements like Ca, Mg, Si, O and Dy sharp peaks are clearly exist 

in EDX spectra, which primarily indicates the actual formation of 
the sample in figure 3(b). Along with the clear evidence of rare-
earth Dysprosium ions in their relevant EDX spectrum image. 
As such, their EDX spectrum showed no emission peaks other 
than (Ca) calcium, Si (silicon), (O) oxygen and Mg (magnesium). 
The elements are presenting the actual chemical composition 
with respect to Weight % and Atomic % also analyzed, which is 
displayed in table 3.

temperature heat treatment, some big aggregates are clear in this 
morphology of the particles [19]. It consists of irregular shaped 
particles with an average particle size of 46.569nm, which is the 

help of J Image software. Observing the FESEM morphological 
images, it is clearly confirmed that the synthesized CMSD powder 
sample has been obtained in micro form.

Table 3: Chemical Composition of CMSD Sample.

No. Elements Atomic (%) Weight (%)

1 O K 43.18 64.18

2 Mg K 5.94 5.79

3 Si K 15.02 12.68

4 Ca L 27.03 16.03

5 Dy L 8.83 1.32

Total 100 100

VI. TL Analysis 

The phenomenon of TL can also be defined in this way that 
it is one of the most essential techniques for making an in-depth 
study of the trap-centers as well as trap-level in an insulator 
or semiconductor stimulated by any radiation-source [26]. A 
novel TL luminescent material exhibits superior long afterglow 
characteristics, which are called persistent luminescence [37]. 
As such, they are playing a more essential and important role 
in various application areas, such as brightness in the darkness 
roads, bio-imaging and emergency indication signs, display 

boards, advisory displays etc. [22, 25]. In present times, the 
evolution of specific TL luminescent-material indicates a modern 
and rapidly developing application of research areas in physical 
science, medicine as well as mineral prospering, archaeological 
dating, forensic science and high temperature radiation dosimetry 
[23, 24] as well as long-persistency mechanism. (figure 4 a,b)

Figure 4(b) displays the TL glow curve peak of CMSD sample 
with different UV-irradiation dose times (i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20, 25min) 
with a constant heating rate of 5°C/sec. As the fixed concentration 
of the Dy3+ ion increases, the relative TL intensity also increases 
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and reaches its optimum value. It is also confirmed that the TL 
intensity decreases with further increase in concentration of do-
pant Dy3+ ions. As a result, it has found that as the concentration 
of activator ions increases due to this, the distance between the 
activator ions becomes noticeably smaller. Energy is transferred 
from one ion to another ion due to increased interaction of the 

activator ions. On the other hand, it is also confirmed that the 
energy stored by the ions decreases with the decrease in the 
concentration of the activator ions. Consequently, there is an 
optimum and favorable concentration of the activator ion in CMSD 
phosphor sample at 15min UV- irradiation dose time.

Figure 4: [a] Peak Shape Method & [b] TL Glow Curve with Different UV-irradiation Dose Time.

It is readily apparent that electron traps in these crystal lattice 
sites may be located the oxygen [O2-] vacancies and hole traps may 
be located the calcium [Ca2+] vacancies or the bridging oxygen Ca-
O-Si. It is also very likely that the excited electron can be transferred 
to the nearest oxygen [O2-] vacancy fabricated at the O (2) lattice 
sites. The result will be that the electron instantly reaches relaxing 
at the stable state and gets trapped in the lattice site. On the other 
hand, the possibility arises that the hole generated at dysprosium 
[Dy3+] lattice sites through the UV excitation moves towards silicon 
[Si4+] vacancy and is itself trapped at the Ca (2) lattice site. As a 
result, Ca2+ ion is formed through the electron-phonon interaction 
mechanism. Typically, the trapped electron in the lattice site and 
the self-trapped hole that are responsible for the crystal growth 
process are firmly connected with the oxygen [O2-] and silicon 
[Si4+] vacancies generated under it. After the above process, the 
holes in the crystal lattice site return to the dysprosium [Dy3+] site 
via thermal stimulation mechanism and get trapped again. That is, 
the process of re-trapping takes place. Meanwhile, heating of the 
phosphor sample leads to de-trapping of the traps. As a result, the 
radiative recombination mechanism on do-pant [Dy3+] ion gives 
rise to the TL stimulation process.

VII. TL Trapping Parameters 

TL is the emission of light from a solid, either inorganic, 
semiconductor, or insulator in form, when it is heated after 
exposure to some radiation [26, 27]. In such a case, when the 
charge carriers (i.e., holes or electrons) are freed. When TL analysis 

of any phosphor, then the TL glow-curve of that phosphor primly 
depends on the kinetic (i.e., trapping) parameters which mainly 
comprise such as [Order of Kinetics b] and [Frequency Factor S] 
as well as [Activation Energy or Trap Depth] [28]. The peak shape 
method is a well appropriate method for the determination of 
kinetic parameters (i.e., trapping parameters) [29]. To determine 
the trapping parameters, the peak shape method figure 4(a) is 
being used.

The peak shape method is an analytical technique which 
was proposed by Chens, thus also known as Chen’s method [29]. 
This method is also useful to detect the position of energy levels 
in the forbidden energy gap and defect centers [30]. Therefore, 
the complete analysis of the glow curve has been done using this 
method. Figure 4(a) shows the peak shape of the glow curve of 
the sintered sample. Tm, T1 and T2 are maximum, lower (ascending 
part of glow curve) and higher (descending part of glow curve) 
temperatures at half the intensity, respectively [31, 32] and 
other kinetic parameters (τ, δ, ω) are originated using these 
temperatures, where (Tm-T1) defines τ, (T2-Tm) defines δ and (T2-
T1) defines ω. Using these parameters, activation energy, order of 
kinetics and frequency factor is evaluated.

VIII. Order of Kinetics [𝒃]

For glow-curve peak, this parameter can be evaluated with 
the help of geometric shape factor) [μg] determination from the 
following mathematical form as below: 
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 Where Tm represents the prominent peak temperature 
and T1 & T2 are represents temperatures at half intensity on 
the ascending and descending orders of the glow-curve peak, 
respectively. [ω = T2 - T1]and [δ = T2 - Tm] are representing the 
high-temperature half-width. The geometric shape factor is a key 
part of the TL glow-curve peak, which is to differentiate between 
Ist and IInd order kinetics. The mathematical value of the geometric 
shape factor [μg= 0.39-0.42] represents for Ist order kinetics and 
[μg= 0.49-0.52] represents for IInd order kinetics as well as for the 
mixed order kinetics, also represented as [μg =  0.43−0.48] [30-33].

IX. Activation Energy (E) or (Trap Depth) 

The trapped electron needs some amount of energy to free 
itself, also known as activation energy (i.e., trap depth), which 
is required to liberate an electron to the conduction band from 
defects center [23]. The value of trap-depth (i.e., activation energy) 
can be evaluated with the help of the following mathematical 
equation as mentioned, which is valid for any kinetics (i.e., first, 
second and mixed order kinetics). 

( )
2

( 2)m
m

kTE C b kTα α αα
= −   (8)

Cα and bα (where α = τ, δ, ω) are determined with the help 
of the following mathematical equation, which is valid for any 
general order kinetics [47]: 

                  Cτ = [1.51+3 (μg-0.42)], bτ=[1.58+4.2(μg-0.42) (9)

                                Cδ = [0.976+7.3 (μg-0.42)], bδ=0 (10)

                                Cω = [2.52+10.2 (μg-0.42)], bω=1.0 (11)

X. Frequency Factor (𝐒−𝟏) 

This kinetic parameter is one of the most significant parameters 
which are used for the sample characterization process [33]. This 
trapping parameter is calculated by substituting the previously 
evaluated values of order of kinetics [b] and activation energy E in 
the mathematical equation (as mentioned): 

( )2 1 ( 1) exp (2 ) /m
m

m

s b E
E
kTE f kT

kT
β  = + − −  

 (12)

Where k represents the Boltzmann constant, E represents the 
activation energy or trap-depth & b represents an order of kinetics, 
Tm represents the prominent temperature of the glow-curve 
peak position, and β (i.e., at present work 50Cs−1) represents 
the heating rate of any material sample [30-33].The effect of 
different UV exposure times such as (5, 10, 15, 20 and 25min) on 
the CMSD phosphor sample and different TL kinetic parameters 
are calculated in table 4. Corresponding activation energy (E) and 
frequency factor (𝑠−1) were evaluated in range of (0.62-0.70eV) 
and (2.3×107 to 9.7×107) respectively. Thus, we obtained the 
maximum TL intensity in 15 min UV exposure time. In our case, 
the geometric shape factor (μg) lies between 0.44-0.47, this shows 
that it is a case of mixed order kinetics, which is approaching 
towards second order kinetics, responsible for deeper trap depth. 
According to Sakai’s and Mashangva, it is also reported that a 
trap depth between (0.65-0.75eV) is very appropriate for long 
afterglow properties [34, 35]. We suggest that this synthesized 
phosphor is a better LPP and novel TL material. 

Table 4: TL Trapping Parameters of different UV irradiated Sample.

UV min T1 (°C) Tm (°C) T2 (°C) τ ᵟ ω μ=ᵟ/ω Activation Energy E (eV) Frequency Factor (s)

5 83.42 114.38 139.44 30.96 25.06 56.02 0.44 0.63 4.2 X 107

10 88.17 114.38 138.42 26.21 24.04 50.25 0.47 0.7 2.3 X 107

15 88.17 114.38 138.42 26.21 24.04 50.25 0.47 0.7 2.3 X 107

20 85.7 114.38 139.44 26.68 25.06 53.74 0.47 0.64 9.7 X 109

25 85.7 114.38 138.42 28.68 24.04 52.72 0.46 0.62 9.1 X 107

Conclusion 

Un-doped and CMSD powder samples were successfully 
synthesized via high temperature SSS technique at 1150°C 
temperature for 3:30 h. Different characterization techniques, like 
XRD, SEM, EDX and TL were highly studied for understanding their 
spectroscopic and luminescence properties. The XRD analysis 
revealed that the compound is a single-phase structure CMSD 
phosphor with tetragonal crystallography with an akermanite 

phase structure with a space group P4̅21m. The average crystallite 
size was calculated as 67nm and the crystal lattice strain size as 
0.27nm. The chemical composition of the synthesized phosphor 
was clear with the help of EDX spectroscopy.

FESEM images with single magnification display that the 
surface morphology of the particles was not uniform and they 
aggregated tightly with each other with different size distributions. 
The TL study displays that the optimum Dy3+ doping concentration 
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was found for 15min UV irradiation dose time. As a result, the 
radiative recombination mechanism on the Dy3+ activator ion 
gives rise to the TL stimulation process. The activation energy 
or trap depth of CMSD phosphor sample was found in the range 
between (0.62-0.70eV), which is very appropriate and favorable 
for long afterglow properties. It is considered that this phosphor 
sample is highly applicable for LPP, novel TL material and high 
temperature radiation dosimetry applications.

Application of Future Scopes 

Akermanite earth silicates have been broadly studied as host 
materials for phosphor applications because of their chemical 
and physical stability and varied luminescent color. Thus, the 
material is a suitable host for phosphor application in WLEDs and 
SSL devices as well as long persisting phosphor, high radiation 
dosimetry applications & novel thermo-luminescent materials. 
Compared to sulfide and aluminate-based phosphors, silicates 
play an important contribution among many inorganic phosphors. 
The most significant factor behind all this is the fact that they 
possess vast chemical and structural variations. Usually, they have 
large band gaps as a host matrix. Presently, this phosphor has been 
widely utilized prominently in specific beneficial areas, likewise 
cancer-therapy, drug-delivery, bone-materials, bone-tissue 
engineering, biomaterials, and tissue engineering applications. 
Along with this, it is also making a significant contribution in 
the field of DNA transplantation technique in medical science 
and computer application (i.e., for Image Processing) as well as 
operation research and Information technology areas. 
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